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FADE IN:

EXT.NEPAL MOUNTAIN RANGE-DAY

It’s a clear and cloudless sky at the summit of a snow

capped mountain over looking the smaller peaks of the

mountain range. Hikers DAVID SOUTHGATE 37 and OLIVER COOK 35

’High Five’ each other and turn to take in the view.

DAVID SOUTHGATE

What did I tell ya?

OLIVER COOK

Yeah, you’re right. It was well

worth the 2 days hike and a mild

case of frost bite in my toes.

DAVID SOUTHGATE

Just don’t know what it is about

this place that keeps me coming

back. I just get such a sense of

belonging here.

OLIVER COOK

Belonging? It’s certainly

impressive but I think I belong on

a sunny beach with some pretty

girls and drinking ice cold

cocktails.

Suddenly there’s a small earth tremor. Oliver feels the snow

collapsing beneath his feet and he jumps to one side and

grabs a hold of a large rock.

OLIVER COOK

What the hell.

David stands rooted to the spot as more snow in front of him

collapses inward exposing a passageway leading down into the

mountain.

DAVID SOUTHGATE

Jesus Christ!

Silence as the men take stock of what has just happened.

Oliver shimmies off the rock and stands next to David.

OLIVER COOK

Christ. I almost ended up down

there. What the hell is it?

(CONTINUED)
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The sun is in perfect alignment allowing the explorers to

look directly down the passageway without any shadows being

cast.

DAVID SOUTHGATE

The start of an adventure. Lets go.

OLIVER COOK

I’m not to sure about this. I was

quite liking the view from out

here.

Oliver follows David down the stairway that has been carved

into the mountain rock. As they reach the bottom of the

stairway they are suddenly standing at the entrance to a

huge opening. It’s dark. They can’t make anything out.

OLIVER COOK

What the hell is this place?

DAVID SOUTHGATE

I don’t know. Let me grab my torch.

David reaches into his bag and produces a battery powered

torch. He shines it into the vast opening. The opening is so

big and dark that the torch barley illuminates anything.

David leads the way inside.

DAVID SOUTHGATE

You OK?

OLIVER COOK

Not really. I’m spooked man.

David shines his torch onto the walls. There are painted

images on the walls. Images of the Earth, the Sun, the Moon,

raging seas, erupting volcanoes and mystical human like

images.

DAVID SOUTHGATE

Look at these paintings. The

richness of color and detail. It

looks like they were only painted

yesterday.

Oliver now losing his fear moves closer to the painting and

runs his index finger over the surface of the paintings.

OLIVER COOK

Yeah but dry to the touch. I wonder

how long they have been here.

David walks along the length of the painting looking in

closer detail also running his finger over the cave wall.

(CONTINUED)
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DAVID SOUTHGATE

I have no idea but we will need to

take some samples and get them

dated when we return home.

Oliver reaches into his satchel from which he produces a

small hammer and chisel. He begins to chisel out a sample of

the rock.

OLIVER COOK

The rock. Its not only painted on

the surface but appears as if

it stains right through it!

DAVID SOUTHGATE

Chip away a bit more and see how

deep it actually penetrates.

Oliver continues to chisel at the rock.

OLIVER COOK

It makes no difference how deep i

go the color only gets deeper and

richer.

DAVID SOUTHGATE

What type of paint could penetrate

that deeply into the rock?

OLIVER COOK

I have no idea. Even more curiously

what sort of ancient civilization

could possess such knowledge.

Oliver stops chiseling and puts his tools back into his

satchel. David collects the chiseled fragments of rock and

wraps them in a cloth which he places in his backpack.

DAVID SOUTHGATE

Get out the camera and lets get

some pictures

Both men move back from the cave wall where they can get a

more panoramic view of the images. Oliver gets out his

camera and starts taking some photos.

OLIVER COOK

This could be the discovery of a

lifetime, like the pyramids or the

Inca’s. Hell old man we might even

get our face on the cover of

Adventurers Weekly. Ha ha.

(CONTINUED)
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The natural light in the cave starts to fade as if a shadow

is being cast over it. Both men look at each other.

DAVID SOUTHGATE

What the Hell!

Both men rush towards the last piece of light at the foot of

the stairs. Oliver falls over. Snap. He breaks his leg.

OLIVER COOK

Ahhhh. My Leg. I think it’s broken.

David helps Oliver to his one good leg and supports him up

the rest of the stairs till they are back on the surface.

They look across the mountain range. The moon has just

maneuvered it’s self in front of the Sun providing the men

with a view of a full solar eclipse.

INT.AL GORES OFFICE-NIGHT

Vice President and presidential candidate of USA AL GORE,

his wife TIPPER GORE and his campaign manager TONY COELHO

along with some campaign supporters dressed in suits stand

around the TV screen watching the polling results coming

through.

NEWS READER CNN (VO)

And by our calculations that will

make Vice President Al Gore the

next president of the USA.

TONY COELHO

Congratulations Al. Looks like we

can drop the Vice and just start

calling you Mr President.

AL GORE

Well thanks Tony, you’ve done a

great job. Lets not jump the gun so

don’t you go calling me that until

after inauguration day.

TONY COELHO

Yes sir. What ever you say Mr

President.

TIPPER GORE

Congratulations honey. I guess that

makes me the First Lady in waiting.

They all laugh. Al suddenly becomes serious again and very

focused.

(CONTINUED)
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AL GORE

This is my opportunity to make a

real difference. It’s what I’ve

been waiting for. Now i can really

show people see what Ive been

seeing for the last 25 years. Were

going to stop destroying this

planet once and for all, and that

destruction stops tonight.

TONY COELHO

Well not till inauguration day Mr

Vice President.

They all laugh.

INT.BUSH RANCH TEXAS-NIGHT

Governor of Texas and presidential candidate GEORGE W BUSH,

his wife BARBARA BUSH, his campaign manager JOE ALLBAUGH

along with some supporters stand around the TV watching the

results polling results coming through.

JOE ALLBAUGH

Its not over yet George. That’s

only from their exit polls. It’s

way to close to call. Christ some

of the polling booths haven’t even

closed. People are still voting.

GEORGE W BUSH

Damn it Joe, I know that. It’s just

not looking that good. If the major

TV news stations are calling it...

JOE ALLBAUGH

Lets just hang in there. It ain’t

over till it’s over.

One of the group turns over to another station.

NEWS READER CNN

(VO)

Wait this is just coming

through...our original call of

Florida going to Gore looks a

little premature.

JOE ALLBAUGH

What I tell you. This ain’t over.

Not by a long shot.
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INT.AL GORES OFFICE-NIGHT

The men now stand around the TV with shirts loosened at the

neck and no ties.

TONY COELHO

This is madness. I’ve never seen

any major network call a result and

then take it back.

AL GORE

Way to close to call now. It’s

going to be a long night.

TONY COELHO

Yeah, we might have to put those

plans of yours for a leaner greener

world on hold for a while.

The men stayed glued to the screen. Al shakes his head in

disbelief expectantly resigned to what he was going to hear

next.

NEWS READER CNN

(VO)

Yet another dramatic turn of events

folks. We are now going to call

Florida to Republicans making Bush

the next president of the USA.

Tipper Gore gives her husband a hug.

TIPPER GORE

Lets hang in there baby.

INT.BUSH RANCH TEXAS-NIGHT

The group of men are now quite happy and upbeat.

JOE ALLBAUGH

What I tell ya George. Were coming

right back into this. Christ they

are even calling it for you now.

GEORGE W BUSH

Times like these i could use a

drink!

LAURA BUSH

Now George, lets not hear any of

that nonsense. Its been 15 years

since your last drop and that’s the

way its going to stay.

(CONTINUED)
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GEORGE W BUSH

Yeah i know honey.

JOE ALLBAUGH

Well that’s not going to stop me.

Where do you keep the hard liquor.

INT.OBAMA HOUSE CHICAGO-NIGHT

Barack OBAMA an African American Senator from Chicago is

watching the polling results come through on the TV.

NEWS READER CNN

(VO)

Yet another swing folks. This is

just so close i feel we are going

to have a recount of all the votes.

BARACK OBAMA

(shouting)

Hey Honey. Come here.

MICHELLE OBAMA, Barack’s wife enters the room nursing her

daughter MALIA. She puts her finger up to her puckered lips.

MICHELLE OBAMA

(quietly)

Shh. Will you keep your voice down.

I’m trying to get Malia off to

sleep.

BARACK OBAMA

I’m sorry baby. Florida’s now to

close to call and there’s going to

be a recount.

MICHELLE OBAMA

Really. What did i tell you. Gore

could never win Florida, the Bush’s

own Florida. How could Bush

possibility lose that state when

his own brother is the Governor.

BARACK OBAMA

What a farce. We are supposedly the

most advanced country on Earth that

others aspire to and we can’t even

conduct a simple vote to choose a

president.

Michelle still nursing her baby to sleep turns smiles at her

husband and turns back towards the bedroom.

(CONTINUED)
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MICHELLE OBAMA

Well honey, that’s nothing you need

ever worry about.

Barack too smiles back at her.

BARACK OBAMA

Oh really! And just what you

saying? Lil ole me couldn’t

organize an election or Lil ole me

has no chance of becoming

president?

MICHELLE OBAMA

Did i say you didn’t stand a chance

of becoming president?

BARACK OBAMA

Well, no you didn’t. But you may

have implied it. Seems to me

you are starting to sound like a

politician.

MICHELLE OBAMA

Yeah, well seems to me that maybe

Ive been hanging around you too

long and its been rubbing off on

me!

EXT.WASHINGTON MONUMENT-DAY

George Bush gets sworn in with Al in background.

GEORGE W BUSH

I George Walker Bush do solemnly

swear to execute the office of the

President of the United States.

INT.FBI FORENSICS LAB-DAY

Oliver on crutches and David stand next to CRAIG MONTGOMERY

54 Geologist who is wearing a white lab jacket looking into

a microscope.

An array of photographs are getting studied under a micro

scope. One slide to the next. All they show is a plain rock

wall.

OLIVER COOK

Nothing at all?

(CONTINUED)
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CRAIG MONTGOMERY

Sorry Oliver. No images what so

ever.

OLIVER COOK

Impossible. There has to be

something. I took them myself.

Craig moves away from the micro scope and gestures for

Oliver to have a look.

CRAIG MONTGOMERY

Well have a look for yourself. It

only shows the bare rock of the

wall.

Oliver moves over and looks into the microscope. He shakes

his head. AMANDA WRIGHT 28 also wearing a white lab jacket.

AMANDA WRIGHT

We’ve even digitally enhanced and

used the latest in color

calibration software, and still

nothing.

David picks up the rock samples and tosses one into the air.

DAVID SOUTHGATE

And what can you tell us about

these?

AMANDA WRIGHT

More bad news I’m afraid. Those

samples are quite unusual. Were

still trying to identify the type

of rock. It appears to be a

compilation of various types of

rock.

David Shakes his head in disbelief.

DAVID SOUTHGATE

And the type of paint used?

CRAIG MONTGOMERY

That’s another thing. There wasn’t

a trace of any paint or pigment of

any kind. Are you guys sure about

what you saw? You know, no paint on

the rocks and no paintings in the

photo’s.

David and Oliver glance at each other.

(CONTINUED)
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DAVID SOUTHGATE

We know what we saw. We can’t have

both imagined it.

OLIVER COOK

Yeah, I’m starting to have some

doubt.

CRAIG MONTGOMERY

Why’s that?

OLIVER COOK

Because once we had finished

watching the eclipse, we turned

around and the passageway was gone!

DAVID SOUTHGATE

Yeah, just like vanished. It must

have filled over with snow again.

Craig looks at both men skeptically.

INT.GORE LOUNGE ROOM-EARLY MORNING

Al is in his lounge room standing in front of a large full

length mirror putting on his tie.

AL GORE

(calling out)

Christ I got the carbon tax passed

in 92 when i was still in the US

Senate. The then President, Bush

senior, called me The Ozone Man.

Tipper is in another room

TIPPER GORE

(voice over)

I know Al.

AL GORE

Ive even wrote a book, given

hundreds of slide shows. I was

really starting to get the message

out there.

Tipper walks into the lounge room

TIPPER GORE

And you still are.

(CONTINUED)
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AL GORE

And if i were President i would

have really sunk my teeth into the

Kyoto treaty and started putting

something back into the planet.

Tipper walks over to her husband and holds his hand.

TIPPER GORE

I know. So, where to now Al?

Al takes Tippers other hand and looks into her eyes.

AL GORE

I believe i was put on this planet

for a reason Tip. And if it wasn’t

to be president then maybe this is

my calling.

TIPPER GORE

So you are carrying on with the

awareness campaign and Kyoto.

AL GORE

You Betcha. I’m actually catching

up with our new president tomorrow

to see if he will ramp up

commitments on his pledge on the

Kyoto treaty.

TIPPER GORE

Well good luck with that. I think

your going to need it with him.

AL GORE

We’ll see. I can be very persuasive

when I want to be.

TIPPER GORE

Yeah I know. Your persuasive charms

worked well on me.

Tipper playfully kisses Al on the cheek.

INT.OVAL OFFICE LOBBY-DAY

Al Gore confidently enters the Oval Office Waiting Area. A

place he’s very familiar with.

WHITE HOUSE SECRETARY

I’m sorry Mr Gore, his meeting with

the Chinese president is running a

little late. Do you mind waiting.

(CONTINUED)
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AL GORE

Sure, i know what the Chinese are

like when they get into things. One

hour suddenly becomes two, then

three then four.

Al walks over to AGENT CANE, a secret service agent standing

guard at a lobby window.

AL GORE

Agent Cane. How are you.

AGENT CANE

Well. And you sir.

AL GORE

Great. They kept you on as Chief of

protection.

AGENT CANE

Yes Sir. Just like my Daddy and his

before him. It Kinna runs in the

family.

AL GORE

I’m not surprised, you do a great

job. Any president would feel safe

with you around. I know I did when

i was Vice President and would have

continued to do so if i won the

election.

AGENT CANE

Why, thank you Sir.

Al nods towards CHINESE AGENT LEE and CHINESE AGENT SONG

posted outside the office doors.

AL GORE

I wonder if they have been

following in their fathers foot

steps.

AGENT CANE

By the size of them guys, they must

have been big shoes.

Al Laughs. Agent Lee give a sharp glance back at them and

then returns his gaze to a forward position.

AL GORE

Y eh, that they would.

(CONTINUED)
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President HU JINATO of China walks out of the oval office

with an aide and is followed by his body guards. Al nods

farewell to Agent Cane and moves towards Hu Jinato. They

both stop give a little Chinese bow and then shake hands.

HU JINTAO

Hello Mr Gore. Good to see you

again.

AL GORE

And you too Mr President.

HU JINTAO

Sorry about the election result. It

was a very close run thing.

AL GORE

Thank you. Are you enjoying your

trip to Washington?

HU JINTAO

Yes. But as always i never allow

enough time and again i am running

late for my next appointment.

AL GORE

Well in that case i wont keep you.

I’m over in China next month and

was hoping to spend some time with

you to discuss environmental issues

and Kyoto.

HU JINTAO

Yes, Al. Sounds like a good idea.

Why don’t you organize it with my

secretary. Goodbye.

AL GORE

OK, I will do that. Goodbye Mr

President.

The Chinese do a little bow and continue on their way. Agent

Cane catches Chinese Agent Lee’s intense eyes as he moves

towards the lobby doors. Agent Cane intensifies his stare

back at Lee as the Chinese delegation exit.

HU JINTAO

(in Chinese with subtitles)

I think he may have a few problems

getting in touch with my secretary.

She doesn’t speak very good

English. Aha.

(CONTINUED)
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HU JINTAO AIDE 1

(in Chinese with subtitles)

Yes, that could be a problem for

him Mr President.

Al makes his way to the oval office.

INT.OVAL OFFICE-DAY

GEORGE W BUSH

Hey Al. Good to see you.

AL GORE

You to Sir.

GEORGE W BUSH

Now what can i do for you.

AL GORE

We’ve got a great new idea on

reducing pollution by offsetting

our carbon foot print. In short, we

put back into the environment what

we take out of it.

GEORGE W BUSH

Well i....

AL GORE

I want to see if we, the USA can up

the ante with our Kyoto

commitments. Show the rest of the

World and lead by example that we

are serious about reducing our

green house gasses.

GEORGE W BUSH

Look Al, we still cant be sure

whether the climate crisis is man

made or just natural fluctuations

in temperature. We still need more

proof.

AL GORE

Oh come on George that’s nonsense

and you know it. Ive been working

on this for the last 20 years and a

blind man can see its man made.

GEORGE W BUSH

Well Al, not everyone shares your

opinion.

(CONTINUED)
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AL GORE

You being one of them.

GEORGE W BUSH

That’s right and best you hear it

here first. We’re pulling out of

negotiations and will not be

ratifying our commitments on the

Kyoto protocol.

AL GORE

Your What? But Why? It was part of

your campaign pledge to get...

GEORGE W BUSH

Well now its not, things change. Is

there anything else? If not, I’m

busy.

AL GORE

No. Nothing else. But your right

about one thing. Things change and

when they do, they change quickly.

Al storms out of the oval office.

INT.OBAMA CHICAGO OFFICE-EARLY MORNING

Barack Obama is sitting in his chair with his feet up on the

desk with David Plouffe.

BARACK OBAMA

The whole thing was just a

disaster.

DAVID PLOUFFE

Absolutely. From start to finish. I

still can’t get my head around the

fact that he actually lost it.

BARACK OBAMA

To have the popular vote of the

people and still lose out, that’s

gotta be tough.

DAVID PLOUFFE

I must say Al was very gracious at

the swearing in but he must have

been..

There’s a scream from the lobby area. Both men jump from

their seats and run out the door to investigate.
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INT.CHICAGO OFFICE LOBBY-EARLY MORNING

BARACK OBAMA

Whats going on. What’s all the

yelling about.

BARACK OBAMA SECRETARY

Oh my god! Oh my god. There’s

another plane gone into the second

tower.

BARACK OBAMA

What are you talking about.

The secretary points at the TV screen.

BARACK OBAMA SECRETARY

I was going to tell you when the

first plane hit but you told me you

wanted to be left alone.

The men watch the news report on the TV.

DAVID PLOUFFE

Two planes into the world trade

center. This is bullshit. We’ve got

to be under a terrorist attack.

BARACK OBAMA

No shit. Get a call through to the

mayor and tell him to evacuate the

Sears Tower if he hasn’t already

done so.

DAVID PLOUFFE

You think that might be a target

too?

BARACK OBAMA

Why not? It’s the tallest building

in America and something tells me

there may be more than 2 planes

heading our way.

DAVID PLOUFFE

Right away senator
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INT.AIRFORCE1-EARLY MORNING

George Bush rushes up the stairs of Air Force 1 and enters

the front door.

GEORGE W BUSH

OK Tillman, let’s get this bird in

the air.

MARK TILLMAN, Air force Pilot is sitting at the controls of

the plane

MARK TILLMAN

Yes Sir Mr President. Get strapped

in, were rolling.

Tillman keys his microphone and speaks.

MARK TILLMAN

Tower this is Air force 1

requesting and demanding immediate

runway clearance.

The mobile entry stairs to Air Force 1 get pushed away from

the doors as the plane starts to roll down the runway.

George Bush enters the conference room full of advisers.

GEORGE W BUSH

Christ. Two planes into the WTC.

What are we going to do? Wheres the

Vice President?

BUSH AIDE 1

He’s safe sir. He’s been taken to

the White House Bunker along with

your family.

GEORGE W BUSH

What about the Secretary of

Defense?

The plane picks up speed as the men buckle up their seat

belts.

BUSH AIDE 1

He was scheduled for a meeting at

the Pentagon this morning sir.

GEORGE W BUSH

Good. Get him on the phone. The

cowardly bastards might attack

civilian buildings but wouldn’t

have the balls to hit DC.

(CONTINUED)
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There’s a knock at the door and another aide rushes in.

BUSH AIDE 2

Sir. The pentagons on fire. Another

planes hit it and there are reports

of more planes possibility hijacked

and heading towards DC.

The plane starts its steep take off. Bush Aide 2 gets thrown

to the back of the conference room wall.

GEORGE W BUSH

What the Hell. This is turning into

another Pearl Harbor. By the end of

this day we will be at war with

someone and I don’t give a fuck who

it’s with.

INT.BARKSDALE AIR FORCE BASE-AFTERNOON

Air force 1 lands at Barksdale military Air Base. Joe

Allbaugh hands Bush a sheet of paper.

JOE ALLBAUGH

It’s blunt and straight to the

point sir. We need to get you to

address the people ASAP.

GEORGE W BUSH

Your damned right about that Joe.

Are we ready to go live on air.

Joe looks towards a couple of TV directors who are in the

process of hastily erecting a curtain with the presidential

seal in front of it. The director lifts 1 finger and mouths

a word.

JOE ALLBAUGH

One minute Sir.

George stands in front of a camera and delivers his speech

live on the air to the American people.

GEORGE W BUSH

Freedom itself was attacked this

morning by a faceless coward, and

freedom will be defended.

Make no mistake, the United Stated

will hunt down and punish the

people responsible for these

cowardly acts.
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INT.AL GORES OFFICE-AFTERNOON

Al and aides watch Bush live broad cast.

GEORGE W BUSH (VO)

Our military at home and around the

world is on high alert status and

we have taken the necessarily

security precautions to continue

the functions of your government.

The resolve of our great nation is

being tested and make no mistake,

we will show the world that we will

pass this test.

God Bless America.

AL GORE

This will truly test the presidents

strength and resolve.

TONY COELHO

Do you think he’s capable of

handling something like this?

AL GORE

Honestly, I don’t. I just hope for

once that I have misjudged the man.

EXT.NEPAL MOUNTAIN RANGE-DAY

Oliver and David are on a grassy mountain peak following a

GPS device. They stop walking with puzzled looks on their

faces turn to each other

DAVID SOUTHGATE

It should be right here.

OLIVER COOK

It’s hard to tell now the snow has

melted.

Oliver starts kicking bushes away from the rocky face.

DAVID SOUTHGATE

We must be mistaken. How accurate

is that.

OLIVER COOK

Its good to 5 feet, we are

defiantly in the right spot.

(CONTINUED)
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DAVID SOUTHGATE

Yeah, i recognize the view across

the valley when we saw the eclipse.

Oliver jumps up onto a familiar looking rock.

OLIVER COOK

This is defiantly the right spot.

I’d recognize this rock anywhere.

DAVID SOUTHGATE

I can’t understand it.

David reaches into his bag and brings out some hand held

monitoring devices.

DAVID SOUTHGATE

If there is anything beneath here

then these will defiantly pick it

up.

David turns on the devices. Beep. Beep. Beep.

INT.AL GORES OFFICE-LATE EVENING

Al Gore Christmas Party for his Global Warming staff. 19th

Dec 2004. (7 days before tsunami)

AL GORE

It’s been useless trying to get any

of his time now. Hes caught up

fighting two wars on terror and

trying to restore chaos. I’m not

going to waste my time with him.

TONY COELHO

What a mess he’s got us into. There

would be none of this shit if it

was your call Al.

AL GORE

Come on Tony, stop digging that up.

It’s taken me a while to get over

it, i think its about time you did

too. Remember it was my

presidency...not yours.

The two me laugh.

TONY COELHO

Yeah, you’re right i should loosen

up a bit. Besides, with your

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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TONY COELHO (cont’d)
awareness campaign it’s really

starting to turn heads and make a

real difference.

AL GORE

Yeah, I’m trying to get a meeting

with China soon to see what they

can do to reduce their carbon foot

print but they don’t appear to keen

on making time for me.

Weather Man SHEPARD STEVENS puts down a drink on the tray

and picks up another. He walks up to the two men, shakes

their hands.

SHEPARD STEVENS

Merry Christmas Fellas, you sure

know how to put on a good party Al.

AL GORE

Hey Shep, how are you? The staff

have worked long and hard over the

last few months, its the least I

could do. Hows things down at the

weather station.

SHEPARD STEVENS

Same old tornado, hurricanes and

storms. I’m starting to understand

why my wife calls me boring.

AL GORE

Boring? Not at all. It’s a high

pressure job you are in.

SHEPARD STEVENS

Ha Ha. Yeah, high pressure one day

and low pressure the next. Are you

sure you don’t want to become a

comedian Al?

A smiling Shepard Stevens looks up to the large glass

chandelier and nods his head in its direction.

SHEPARD STEVENS

You sure you need to be burning

that many lights up there.

AL GORE

Don’t you worry about that Shep. We

are working on a new type of solar

panel. Let me explain it to you.

(CONTINUED)
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The men walk towards the balcony as the bustling party

carries on around them. They pass Tipper who is talking with

their local clergyman FATHER O’MALLY. Al stops for a second.

AL GORE

Good evening Father O’Mally. Good

to see you could make it.

FATHER O’MALLY

I wouldn’t dream of missing one of

your parties Al. I haven’t seen you

in church for a while. I hope this

lovely wife of yours is looking

after you.

AL GORE

She sure is Father.

TIPPER GORE

Well I don’t need to remind you

what there is behind every good

man.

FATHER O’MALLY

That you don’t Mrs Gore, that you

don’t.

AL GORE

Ha, she’s the best.

Al kisses Tipper on the cheek and picks up another glass of

champagne. He and Shep move out onto the balcony.

INT.GORE LOUNGE ROOM-MID MORNING

Slouched on the couch with a half empty beer on the floor AL

GORE 53 snaps to conciseness from his drunken stupor. He

sits up and inquisitively looks around the room.

AL GORE

Tipper....is that you sweetheart.

He gets up of the couch and accidentally kicks over the beer

bottle spilling beer onto the carpet. He looks down shaking

his head and lets of a big sigh. He bends over and picks up

the beer bottle and moves towards the kitchen.

AL GORE

Is that you Honey, i wasn’t

expecting you back till later on

tonight. Tipper....

(CONTINUED)
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ELEMENT WATER

(VO)

Albert Arnold Gore who hails from

the Aries constellation?

Al catches a glimpse of someone in the full length mirror.

He swings around to face the direction he has just come

from. A look of shock and bewilderment shoots across his

face. A glowing transparent figure of a person dressed in a

long flowing white gown beckons him.

AL GORE

What are you? What do you want?

ELEMENT WATER

You are the being Albert Arnold

Gore, You hail from the Aries

constellation and have inhabited

this Earth for 51 revolutions of

the sun.

Again Element Water beckons him to come closer but Al Gore

is rooted to the spot. Element Water moves towards him in a

forward floating motion.

AL GORE

Yes, I’m Albert Gore. What are you

and how did you get in here?

ELEMENT WATER

I am a friend to the planet Earth.

Your species has evolved to

dominate this planet and with that

domination you bring destruction.

This destruction is unsustainable

and will no longer be tolerated.

Element Water is now close enough to Al Gore that she could

touch him. Frightened and still afraid Al Gore retreats a

couple of steps backwards.

AL GORE

I don’t understand. What can i do?

What do you want from me?

ELEMENT WATER

You are the chosen leader amongst

your people. You have the power and

influence to stop this

destruction.

(CONTINUED)
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AL GORE

No. That’s wrong. Your information

is incorrect.

ELEMENT WATER

No, you are the one. It is

written. You have 7 days to begin

the process of change. If the seeds

of change have not been sown you

will see a demonstration of our

destructive power that we will

bring to bear on your people.

AL GORE

No, really you have made a mistake.

I am not the chosen leader, I was

only the elected leader. You will

need to take this task to our

Commander and Chief

ELEMENT WATER

No. You are the mistaken one. You

have 7 days.

The transparent figure evaporates into a fine mist and

gently falls to the ground leaving a puddle of water on the

floor.

EXT.RIO-DAY

An eclipse blocks out the sunlight over Rio.

INT.FBI FORENSICS LAB-DAY

Craig is looking at a bone fragment. Something catches his

eye. He moves towards the stack of photograph’s that appear

to be glowing.

CRAIG MONTGOMERY

What the....have a look at these.

Amanda moves towards Craig who is now holding the

photographs.

AMANDA WRIGHT

What is it?

CRAIG MONTGOMERY

The wall paintings the guys were

describing in the cave.
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He hands her the top photo with the cave images clearly

visible and continues to flip through the rest.

AMANDA WRIGHT

Impossible. These been fully

developed for weeks.

CRAIG MONTGOMERY

I know. But look, it’s the same in

all of them.

AMANDA WRIGHT

Look at the paintings. It’s like

they are emitting some kinda light.

CRAIG MONTGOMERY

Yeah, there’s the Earth, the Sun

and the moon just like they

described.

Amanda looks through some of her photo’s.

AMANDA WRIGHT

Y eh, and here’s the transparent

ghostly type of figures. We had

better get them over here.

INT.GORE LOUNGE ROOM-EARLY MORNING

Al talking to Tipper.

TIPPER GORE

It sounds to me like you were just

having a bad dream.

AL GORE

Oh, come on. Ive had a hundred bad

dreams. But never like this. I know

what i saw.

TIPPER GORE

But listen to what you are saying

Al. There has to be some Kinna

explanation for what you saw.

AL GORE

Well unless you can convince me

otherwise, I know what i saw.

TIPPER GORE

What ever it is it’s really freaked

you out.
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AL GORE

I know the difference between dream

time and real time no matter how

blurry the lines might get

sometime.

TIPPER GORE

So what do you intend to do about

it?

AL GORE

I’m going to see the President.

TIPPER GORE

Oh are you sure that’s a good idea.

And what exactly would you expect

him to do?

AL GORE

I don’t know. But there’s only one

way to find out.

INT.FBI FORENSICS LAB-DAY

David and Oliver.

CRAIG MONTGOMERY

I’m telling you. We could see them

as plain as day.

AMANDA WRIGHT

It’s true. And as soon as we seen

em, they were gone again.

CRAIG MONTGOMERY

Yeah, the rock too. You could

clearly see the paint lines.

OLIVER COOK

And now nothing! This just can’t be

explained in any logical sense at

all.

DAVID SOUTHGATE

So we are back to square one.

OLIVER COOK

What exactly did you see?

CRAIG MONTGOMERY

Well we were trying to make some

sense of it. But there was images

of the Planets, the sun and floods.
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OLIVER COOK

Yeah, well that’s exactly what we

seen. But what could possibly be

causing it to appear at on certain

times.

DAVID SOUTHGATE

Maybe it was the same with the

cave. We couldn’t find it again

because it wasn’t there. Perhaps

that only appears at certain times.

CRAIG MONTGOMERY

What? You have been back to the

jungle and cant find the cave?

DAVID SOUTHGATE

Yeah we have.

Craig looks at them in bewilderment.

INT.OVAL OFFICE-DAY

Al Gore walks into the oval office. George Bush gets up from

behind his desk and meets him half way and they shake hands.

AL GORE

Afternoon Mr President. Thanks for

taking the time to see me, i know

you’ve got a lot on your plate with

the military and being so close to

Christmas..

GEORGE W BUSH

Hey Al, good to see you. Whats on

your mind.

AL GORE

I will cut straight to the chase

here Mr President. Its this whole

global warming situation, its just

gotten all out of control.

GEORGE W BUSH

Now hang on a second Al, slow down

a minute here. What’s happened?

AL GORE

Nothings happened. That’s the whole

point. Nothing is happening.
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GEORGE W BUSH

Now look here Al. Nothings changed

since our last discussion.

AL GORE

Actually, something has happened.

Something on a level we could never

possibility imagine. There are

supernatural forces coming into

play here.

GEORGE W BUSH

Enough. What has gotten into you

man. You’re not being rational.

Come over here and sit down and let

me get you a drink.

Both men walk over to the lounge. Al takes a handkerchief

from his pocket and wipes the sweat of his brow. He places

it back into his pocket, sits down and tries to compose

himself. George Bush pours a couple of glasses of water from

the jug and hands one to Al whist he sits himself down.

GEORGE W BUSH

Here, take a drink of this, you

look like you need to calm down.

This isn’t like you Al. Now tell me

whats happened to get you so hot

and bothered under the collar.

Al takes the drink and gulps it down in one swig. He places

the empty glass on the table and leans forward. The two men

unflinching eyes meet in an intense stare.

AL GORE

OK Mr President, i understand i may

not be acting in the most rational

manner but something truly

unbelievable has happened to me. I

know its sounds crazy but i have

been given a message from some

Kinna unknown entity.

George Bush eyes squint and a look of bemusement comes

across his face.

AL GORE

I know how it sounds but you have

to believe me i didn’t imagine

this. I was at home yesterday when

out of nowhere a ghostly type of

figure appears and starts talking

to me.
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GEORGE W BUSH

Just appears from nowhere? Al...

AL GORE

I know, i know how it sounds. But

it was as real as you are sitting

next to me right now. It claimed to

be a friend of the Earth. Said that

the Earth had had enough of

mankind’s destruction. It said we

had 7 days to implement change or..

GEORGE W BUSH

Or What?

AL GORE

I don’t know. But what ever it is,

it’s coming in 7 days and it isn’t

going to be good. Not very good at

all.

GEORGE W BUSH

Al, you’ve been working to hard.

You are pushing yourself too much.

You need to take a holiday and wind

down. Come on, its Christmas.

Relax. Who else have you told about

this?

AL GORE

Tipper and you.

GEORGE W BUSH

Good, lets just keep it that way.

INT.BUSH RANCH TEXAS-DAY

Boxing day. George Bush on his front porch having a chat

with a secret service agent Cane. He hears a call from

Laura.

LAURA BUSH

George honey, come have a look at

this.

George Bush moves into the lounge room where Laura is

watching the TV.

GEORGE W BUSH

Yeah whats up?
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LAURA BUSH

Looks like there’s been a Tsunami

some where in Asia.

GEORGE W BUSH

A tsunami? Whats that? Some Kinna

sandwich?

LAURA BUSH

You know, like a big tidal wave.

Looks like its wiped out whole

villages, maybe even countries from

these reports.

George Bush watched the TV and ponders for a moment in deep

thought.

GEORGE W BUSH

Well I’ll be damned. I wonder.....

BARBARA BUSH

Whats that honey? You wonder what?

GEORGE W BUSH

Oh nothing. Just something Al said

to me a couple of days ago. I need

to get in touch with the White

house and find out what going on.

George Bush leaves the room and makes way to his study.

INT.TV STUDIO-DAY

News casters reading out the Story of the Asian tsunami.

INT.AL GORES OFFICE-AFTERNOON

Al Gore Hears news of Tsunami.

AL GORE

Well Tipper what do you think about

that?

TIPPER GORE

It could be a coincidence Al.

AL GORE

A coincidence? Well it’s a mighty

big one if you ask me. I’m going to

get back to the president and see

what he thinks about it.
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TIPPER GORE

Oh Al. Are you so sure that’s a

good idea.

AL GORE

Tipper, I know this is real.

Believe me, I’m not going crazy.

INT.OVAL OFFICE-DAY

Bush is on a telephone conversion with Gore.

AL GORE

Well Mr President. What do you

think?

GEORGE W BUSH

Think about what Al?

AL GORE

The Asian tsunami and what i was

talking about last week.

GEORGE W BUSH

It’s just a coincidence. I told you

last week Al, you need to take a

break. Are you sure you don’t want

to see a doctor?

Al slams down the phone

AL GORE

(shouting)

Idiot.

INT.GORE LOUNGE ROOM-MID MORNING

A security tech is installing a hidden camera into a clock

face on the wall.

AL GORE

How are we getting on there?

SECURITY INSTALLER

Yep, almost done. That’s the last

camera hooked up now so let me show

you how it all works.

The men move over to the laptop on the table.
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SECURITY INSTALLER

Nobody can get in or out without

you knowing it. These are duel

Therm o and Infra red high res

cameras which pick up both movement

and heat and record automatically.

AL GORE

Great.

SECURITY INSTALLER

If anything happens the cameras

will automatically upload to your

computer and you can show it to

whoever you need to show it to.

Tipper Gore walks into the room.

TIPPER GORE

Are you sure we need all this

security Al.

AL GORE

Better to be safe than sorry honey.

I get worried about you when I’m

away from home.

TIPPER GORE

Yeah, i know. This isn’t anything

to do with what happened before is

it?

AL GORE

No. I’m off to China in the morning

for 3 days. Eventually got them

tied down to a time to see me.

INT.CHINESE PARLIAMENT-MORNING

Al Gore enters the Chinese parliament and enters through the

door to see Hu Jintao with Agent Lee in the background on

protection duty.

AL GORE

Thanks for seeing me again Hu.

HU JINTAO

Welcome. Now what have you got in

mind Al.
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AL GORE

We need to look at reducing our

carbon foot prints.

HU JINTAO

Firstly Al, i think you need to

convince your own President. We

need your country to take the lead

on emissions before we do. It will

reflect badly and greatly

disadvantage our country if I slow

our economy down without other

competing countries doing the same.

AL GORE

I understand what you are saying,

but someone needs to take the first

step. Someone needs to stand up and

show some leadership for the others

to follow. China are one of the

biggest polluters on the planet.

HU JINTAO

I know, but as your saying goes,

you need to look in your own

backyard first.

A uneasy silence falls over the two men. Hu’s eyes fall down

to some papers on his desk and he picks one up.

HU JINTAO

This tsunami causality list just

keeps growing.

AL GORE

Terrible I know, but i cant help

thinking that we could be doing

more to avoid these kind of

disasters.

HU JINTAO

Do More? What more can you possibly

do to avoid such natural disasters.

Unless of course you are telling me

that you can predict or control the

weather?

AL GORE

No I don’t mean that at all.

HU JINTAO

Well what do you mean? Do more?
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AL GORE

Oh nothing. Forget i mentioned it.

Sometimes i guess i get so consumed

in my work that my imagination

starts to run a little wild.

HU JINTAO

Look Al, when you can convince your

own country to reduce emissions, we

will look at it too.

INT.OVAL OFFICE-DAY

Bush busy with Wars.

INT.GORE LOUNGE ROOM-MID MORNING

Aug 2005. Al is sitting in front of his computer studying

data relating to pollution emissions. The doors and windows

are closed but there is a gust of wind. Al turns away from

the screen and is startled.

ELEMENT WIND

Albert Arnold Gore who hails from

the Aries constellation?

AL GORE

Jesus. So I’m not going crazy.

Al gets up to face the Element. His demeanor is now

curiosity and not fear.

ELEMENT WIND

No. I am real.

AL GORE

What sort of being are you. What is

your purpose?

ELEMENT WIND

I am Earth’s friend. I am here to

protect it.

AL GORE

If you are such a great friend,

then why did all those people have

to die in your little

demonstration?
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ELEMENT WIND

I am Earths friend. Your species

however is not.

AL GORE

What are you saying? We are your

enemy?

ELEMENT WIND

Your species have lived on the

Earth for countless revolutions of

the Sun. The Earth has enjoyed your

inhabitance. But in recent times

you have become a threat to the

Earth due to your end less thirst

for it’s natural resources. This is

unsustainable and will no longer be

tolerated.

AL GORE

I know that, believe me. I’m doing

all i can to make people aware, but

they aren’t listening to me. You

need to tell them yourself.

ELEMENT WIND

No. You are the chosen leader

amongst your people. It is written.

You need to make others change. If

no measures of change have been

initiated within 7 days you will

see another demonstration of our

power. Only this time it was fall

upon your own shores.

AL GORE

No. You are wrong. You need to see

the president and convince him. He

doesn’t believe me.

Blowy figure vanishes in a gust of wind blowing papers off

the desk.

EXT.JAKARTA-DAY

An eclipse blocks out the sunlight over Jakarta.
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INT.FBI FORENSICS LAB-DAY

Images appear again.

AMANDA WRIGHT

Look quickly.

CRAIG MONTGOMERY

What the hell can be doing this?

AMANDA WRIGHT

Good question. I’m all out of

ideas.

CRAIG MONTGOMERY

They ain’t going to like it. We

need to get the guys back here and

work out exactly what is going on.

Craig makes a telephone call.

CRAIG MONTGOMERY

Again they appeared and just as

quickly dissipated.

DAVID SOUTHGATE

And how long did they stay visible

for this time?

CRAIG MONTGOMERY

Only about 10 minutes.

DAVID SOUTHGATE

OK. I will pick up Oliver and come

right over.

David and Oliver arrive at the Lab.

DAVID SOUTHGATE

There’s something going on here

that scientifically i just cant

explain. There must be something

linking these events. But what on

Earth could it be?

CRAIG MONTGOMERY

What if it’s not on earth. Lets

Google the times when they appeared

and see if it brings anything up.

They all move over to the computer.
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OLIVER COOK

OK, we discovered the cave on 7th

October last year.

David enters the date into the computer.

OLIVER COOK

And when did you first see the

images?

CRAIG MONTGOMERY

December 19th this year.

DAVID SOUTHGATE

Got it. And again last night. OK,

got those 3 dates in. Are we

feeling lucky? I think we are.

David clicks on the Google ’I’m Feeling Lucky’ icon. They

get directed to a solar eclipse calendar. David leaps up

from the chair.

DAVID SOUTHGATE

(shouting)

Of course. The dates coincide with

the solar eclipse calendar. We

should have realized that before.

OLIVER COOK

That’s incredible! We know the

paintings were visible at the first

eclipse on the mountain, but what

about the timing of the others.

AMANDA WRIGHT

What do you mean timing?

David looking at the Google results and starts writing on a

pad.

DAVID SOUTHGATE

OK, Dec 19th was the eclipse over

Rio at 2.24pm local time

corresponding to 6.24pm GMT.

AMANDA WRIGHT

We first noticed the images about

12.24pm local time.

DAVID SOUTHGATE

And 12.24 pm local time here

equates to BINGO 6.24pm GMT.
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OLIVER COOK

So that’s a perfect match. What

about the Jarkata eclipse.

DAVID SOUTHGATE

OK, yesterday when they last

appeared at 9.02pm local time

making it 1.02am GMT. The Jakarta

eclipse was at 12.02pm local time

making it 1.02am GMT. Bingo.

Another match.

CRAIG MONTGOMERY

Unbelievable. But what does it all

mean?

INT.AL GORES OFFICE-EARLY MORNING.

Al is sitting in the lounge room, unshaven and only in his

PJ bottoms. Tipper walks in from the bedroom.

TIPPER GORE

Morning Al.

AL GORE

It’s happened again.

TIPPER GORE

What’s happened again?

AL GORE

I’ve had another encounter with my

mysterious friends.

TIPPER GORE

Really! And what happened.

AL GORE

Seven days. We have seven days to

the next one.

TIPPER GORE

Seven days to the next what

exactly.

AL GORE

That, I’m not to sure about. But

it’s going to happen and it’s

going hit us.
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TIPPER GORE

What do you mean us? Did it

threaten you?

AL GORE

Well, not us personally, but it’s

going to hit the States. I’m sure

of it.

Al shows Tipper the CCTV images on his laptop. The images

are unclear but do show a light blurb hovering in the area

AL GORE

Can you see the hazy figure.

TIPPER GORE

I can Kinna make something out Al.

But its far from conclusive, it

looks like a light reflection.

Al becomes annoyed.

AL GORE

A reflection of what? I’m telling

you what i saw.

And look here. As the figure leaves

the papers on the table blow away.

All the doors and windows were

closed. This time I’m convinced. We

are seven days away from a Tsunami

type of event.

TIPPER GORE

OK, we can only wait and see. But

for our sake I hope you are wrong.

AL GORE

I wish i was too. But just waiting

isn’t an option. I know that I’m

right on this one. The first time i

let it go. But not this time.

TIPPER GORE

What are you going to do?

AL GORE

Something. This time I’m going to

do something.

Tipper walks to another room and dials a number.
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TIPPER GORE

Father, It’s Tipper Gore.

FATHER O’MALLY

Yes, what can i do for you?

INT.OVAL OFFICE-DAY

Al Barges into the White house

GEORGE W BUSH

Hey, Al whats up.

AL GORE

Mr president, no bullshit this time

round. It’s happened again. First

time was no mirage, trickery or

figment of my imagination.

GEORGE W BUSH

Are we going to go through this

again Al. You know my view hasn’t

changed.

AL GORE

Well you might wanna start thinking

about that.

Al opens up his laptop and shows the CCTV images and the

blowing papers.

AL GORE

I have it on video.

Al shows the somewhat inconclusive video.

GEORGE W BUSH

What am i supposed to be looking

at?

AL GORE

You see the hazy figure that I’m

talking to?

GEORGE W BUSH

No, not really!

AL GORE

And look, when it disappears, the

papers on the table blow away.
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GEORGE W BUSH

Your going to have to do better

than that to convince me.

AL GORE

Somethings going to happen in 6

days time, and its going to happen

on our doorstep.

GEORGE W BUSH

I’m still not convinced.

AL GORE

Well this time I’m not going to

stand by and do nothing.

GEORGE W BUSH

Al, I think you really need to get

some professional help.

INT.CHURCH-DAY

Father O’Mally is saying a couple of prayers in church.

Tipper walks down the main aisle towards him.

FATHER O’MALLY

Ah Hello Mrs Gore. How are you. Now

whats on your mind. You appeared a

little flustered on the phone.

TIPPER GORE

It’s Al. I’m worried about him.

He’s been having these visions.

FATHER O’MALLY

Visions? What kind of visions?

TIPPER GORE

Well more like premonitions. He’s

been seeing these transparent

entities who speak to him and warn

him of imminent disasters.

FATHER O’MALLY

I see.

TIPPER GORE

What? You think they may be real?

FATHER O’MALLY

Your husband is a calm and educated

man Mrs Gore. Unless he is

(MORE)
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FATHER O’MALLY (cont’d)

suffering an illness he’s not one

to jump to such notions without a

great deal of thought. Do you think

he’s ill?

TIPPER GORE

No I don’t. And it worries me even

more that he might be right.

The first one was just over a year

ago, and he’s convinced it came

true.

It was a week before the Boxing Day

Tsunami. Al said a ghostly like

figure appeared and said to him

that he was some kind of leader of

mankind.

Said that our spices had been

destroying the planet and we had to

change our ways before it was to

late. Then as an example of it’s

power we would see a demonstration

of the earth’s power in seven days

time.

Seven days later the Tsunami washed

away all those people in the Asian

Ocean.

FATHER O’MALLY

I see. And the second?

TIPPER GORE

The second was a couple of nights

ago. Slightly different figure but

still with the same ghostly

transparent like appearance.

Based upon this he believes this

country is going to get hit by some

kind of catastrophic event in 7

days time.

FATHER O’MALLY

Hm mm. I guess we will find out

soon enough.

Has he seen a Doctor or is he on

any medication?
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TIPPER GORE

No. I was thinking of calling one

out to him.

FATHER O’MALLY

No, don’t do that. Lets just keep

it to ourselves for now.

INT.WEATHER STATION-DAY

Group of guys looking at the data coming in on a big screen.

SHEPARD STEVENS

Looks like something developing

down in the tropics.

WEATHER MAN 2

Yeah, we had better keep an eye on

that.

Telephone call for Shepard Stevens.

SHEPARD STEVENS

Yeah, it is.

AL GORE

Hey its Al here.

SHEPARD STEVENS

Hey Al, what can i do for you.

AL GORE

I was wanting to hold a press

conference down at the station.

SHEPARD STEVENS

Sure Al, just let me know when and

i will arrange it.

AL GORE

OK, how about now?

SHEPARD STEVENS

Are you serious? You usually give

us a bit of time to prepare.

AL GORE

I’m serious Shep. I’m deadly

serious.

(CONTINUED)
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SHEPARD STEVENS

OK Al. Whatever you need. Leave it

with me.

INT.TV STUDIO-DAY

Gore TV appearance on all major stations.

AL GORE

We all need to take a long hard

look at ourselves and how we, as

individuals are treating this

planet.

What is it going to take for us to

realize that we need to change our

habits? Is it going to take a

Tsunami on our own shores? And if

we do, are we going to put it down

to nature and say ’well these

things just happen’.

Because let me tell you. It will

happen sometime. I believe it will

happen a lot sooner than any of us

can imagine. And when it does

happen, it will be for a reason.

These things don’t just happen.

INT.WEATHER STATION-DAY

Al makes his way out of the station.

SHEPARD STEVENS

Al. Are you feeling OK.

AL GORE

You know what Shep, I’m not too

sure. But for the first time in my

life i hope I’m wrong about

something.

SHEPARD STEVENS

Wrong about what?

Al looks beyond Shepard at the latest satellite charts.

AL GORE

Whats that?

(CONTINUED)
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SHEPARD STEVENS

Still trying to give it a name. WM2

wants to call it Katrina after the

latest addition to his family.

AL GORE

So its a hurricane? Coming this

way?

SHEPARD STEVENS

Possibility. You know how these

things dart around. It’s only a

tropical storm at the moment but

its got every chance of gaining in

strength.

AL GORE

I need you to do me a favor.

SHEPARD STEVENS

Sure Al. What is it.

AL GORE

You need to trust me on this one.

If Katrina gets big, and Katrina

gets nasty and she starts coming

our way, I need you to get the

warning out to evacuate. And do it

quick. Quicker than you would

normally would issue it.

INT.VATICAN CITY-DAY

Father O’Mally enters the Vatican City.

PRIEST CHIEF 1

Father O’Mally. What is the urgency

of your visit?

FATHER O’MALLY

The days of reckoning have begun.

PRIEST CHIEF 1

What! How can you be sure. We have

heard nothing from our insiders.

FATHER O’MALLY

Of this I can be sure. I know of at

least two visits from the special

beings.

(CONTINUED)
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PRIEST CHIEF 1

Two? And to whom have they

appeared?

FATHER O’MALLY

Albert Gore.

PRIEST CHIEF 1

Really? He wasn’t on our list of

potential leaders. And who else?

FATHER O’MALLY

They have appeared to him on both

occasions.

PRIEST CHIEF 1

This is unexpected. And how did

this become your knowledge?

FATHER O’MALLY

It was his wife who came to see me

as she was concerned about his

state of mind. She thought he was

having hallucinations.

PRIEST CHIEF 1

If only that were the case. And

what did you tell her?

FATHER O’MALLY

Nothing.

PRIEST CHIEF 1

Good. We don’t want to alarm them.

And the location of the Sanctuary

Caves?

FATHER O’MALLY

No. She never mentioned anything

about that.

PRIEST CHIEF 1

You need to spend more time with

the Gores and find out exactly what

they know. We must find the

location.

FATHER O’MALLY

Yes. Leave it to me.
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INT.OLIVER COOK OFFICE-EVENING

The explorers see Gore’s rambling incoherent address on TV.

DAVID SOUTHGATE

His TV appearance was bizarre to

say the least.

OLIVER COOK

You think he might be able to shed

any light on our discovery?

DAVID SOUTHGATE

Yeah, maybe. Wheres he doing his

next slide show?

OLIVER COOK

Good idea. I think its time we had

a chat with Mr Gore.

INT.CHINESE PARLIAMENT-MORNING

Hu Jinato sees Gores TV appearance.

HU JINTAO

That man Gore has lost his mind

since losing the election.

HU JINTAO AIDE 1

Maybe he would have ended up being

a bigger problem than Bush is now.

HU JINTAO

Bigger problem than bush? I don’t

think that is possible. At least

Gore had a mind in the beginning to

lose.

INT.TV STUDIO-DAY

Shep and WM2 looking at the increasing size of Katrina and

tracking its direction.

SHEPARD STEVENS

This is has all the potential to

turn into a monster. Whats the

latest course prediction?

WEATHER MAN 2

Just coming through now.

WM2 reaches for the printout and reads it.

(CONTINUED)
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WEATHER MAN 2

Shit. It’s changed. The eye of the

storm is now predicted to hit new

Orleans.

SHEPARD STEVENS

Get the governor of Louisiana. I

think we need to advise an

evacuation.

WEATHER MAN 2

An evacuation? Don’t you think

that’s a little premature? We need

a bit more time and information?

SHEPARD STEVENS

I think i have all the information

i need.

EXT.NEW ORLEANS-DAY

Hurricane Katrina. Floods and winds cause havoc.

INT.AIRFORCE1-DAY

George Bush looks out the window at New Orleans whilst Al

Gore is on CNN on the TV monitor. He ponders whats happening

as he recounts his meeting with Gore only days before.

GEORGE W BUSH

Man. It looks devastated.

BUSH AIDE 1

Yes Sir. We can put down at an air

strip just 30 miles away and get a

chopper in if you want a closer

look sir and to meet some

survivors.

GEORGE W BUSH

Are you serious? No Thanks. I’ve

seen enough. Tell the pilot to get

us back to DC. I will make a

statement from the White house.

BUSH AIDE 1

Yes sir.
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INT.OBAMA CHICAGO OFFICE-EARLY MORNING.

BARACK OBAMA

That’s strange how Al almost

foretold the hurricane. He must

have some good buddies down at the

station who has figured out the

hurricane cycle.

DAVID PLOUFFE

Either that or he’s losing his

mind.

INT.CHINESE PARLIAMENT-EVENING

Agent Lee and Chong are on protective duty.

HU JINTAO

The only logical explanation for

this is that the Americans have

developed a weapon for controlling

the weather.

HU JINTAO AIDE 1

Yes, how else could Al Gore almost

predict such an event. This can

only further his cause for emission

reductions.

HU JINTAO

I don’t know, but we need to find

out.

INT.OVAL OFFICE -DAY

AL GORE

What about now Mr President.

GEORGE W BUSH

I tell you Al, it’s got me spooked.

AL GORE

Got you spooked?

GEORGE W BUSH

But I’m not totally convinced that

it’s not just a coincidence.

AL GORE

Oh come on. That’s twice now.

(CONTINUED)
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GEORGE W BUSH

You got to look at it from my

position.

AL GORE

And what exactly is that.

GEORGE W BUSH

A rational one. If you had told me

that an tsunami, specifiably a

tsunami was going hit Indonesia I

would be more convinced. And a

hurricane was going to hit New

Orleans, specifically New Orleans,

i would be more convinced.

AL GORE

Well, that’s all the information i

was given.

GEORGE W BUSH

Do you know what the skeptics would

say Al.

AL GORE

I don’t care what they would say!

GEORGE W BUSH

Well, I’m going to tell you.

Because in the arena of popular

opinion its important. They would

say that its well known you are all

Buddy Buddy with the guys down at

the weather station. They would

then say that the guys down there

have developed something that can

accurately predict the path of a

hurricane or a tsunami. And then

they would say you used that

prediction to promote your cause.

AL GORE

Is that what you think.

GEORGE W BUSH

No Al, of course its not. But that

sounds like a rational explanation

does it not.

AL GORE

Well i guess it does.

(CONTINUED)
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GEORGE W BUSH

And I’ve got another problem. Our

intelligence sources tell us

because of your TV appearance the

Chinese not only think we can

predict the weather but actually

control it and use it as a weapon.

INT.CONVENTION HALL-LATE EVENING

Gore is wrapping up a slide show presentation on global

warming.

AL GORE

Hey. How did you find the show.

DAVID SOUTHGATE

Y eh good. We would like to ask you

about your comments from the

station just before Katrina.

AL GORE

Are you another bunch of guys who

think there’s a new weather

predicting machine.

OLIVER COOK

No. Far from it. We just wanted to

know how you seemed so convinced

that something was going to happen.

AL GORE

Just a coincidence fellas. That’s

all. Now if you would excuse me I

have to get going.

Al turns around and starts to walk away from the men.

OLIVER COOK

Just one more question please Mr

Gore.

Al turns 180o but continues walking backwards so the

question will not be a long one.

OLIVER COOK

Does the date Dec 19 at exactly

12.24pm and the date Aug 16 at

exactly 9.02pm mean anything to

you?

Al stops dead in his tracks and the color drains from his

face.

(CONTINUED)
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AL GORE

Yes, it does. Where did you

gentlemen say you were from again.

DAVID SOUTHGATE

We never actually said. Would you

care to find out?

AL GORE

Yes. I think i would.

The men move to a private room.

DAVID SOUTHGATE

We have had some freaky happenings

going on lately that can’t be

explained and we’re trying to put

the pieces together.

AL GORE

A int that the truth.

David opened his book of notes and point at a page for Al to

have a look at.

DAVID SOUTHGATE

What relevance does these dates

have with you.

Al reads the page.

AL GORE

You guys first. I want to see if

your story is as crazy as mine.

OLIVER COOK

About 4 years ago we stumbled upon

this cave in the mountains of

Nepal. By coincidence it just

happened to be at the time of a

solar eclipse.

David opens a photograph album and hands it to Al.

DAVID SOUTHGATE

Inside were the most amazing wall

paintings. So we took these

photographs.

AL GORE

What? All i see here are some bare

walls.

(CONTINUED)
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DAVID SOUTHGATE

Exactly. That’s what had us

baffled. Since then we have

discovered the images in these

photos only appear for about 10

minutes and at the exact time of a

full lunar eclipse.

AL GORE

And these were the dates of the

eclipses?

DAVID SOUTHGATE

Yes, to the minute.

AL GORE

And what were the images on the

walls?

OLIVER COOK

They were cosmic images of planets,

the moon and some kind of human

transparent ghost like figure

appearing to forebode of wild

storms and floods.

DAVID SOUTHGATE

I know it sounds crazy. But we were

wondering if you could shed any

light on it and what these dates

mean to you.

AL GORE

That’s interesting. Very very

interesting.

INT.OVAL OFFICE-DAY

George Bush is on the phone with Agent Cane in Background.

GEORGE W BUSH

I can assure you Mr President we

have no such thing.

Hu Jintao is on the phone with Agent Lee in background.

HU JINTAO

How can you explain Al Gores speech

on TV. When he visited me and we

were discussing the Asian Tsunami

and he was rambling on about

controlling weather and how we

(MORE)
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HU JINTAO (cont’d)
could do more to stop these natural

events.

GEORGE W BUSH

Jesus. Did he mention that to you

as well.

HU JINTAO

Mention what to me?

GEORGE W BUSH

About mysterious transparent

figures that appear and disappear

and predict natural disasters.

HU JINTAO

(laughing)

What, are you serious? Transparent

fortune tellers?

GEORGE W BUSH

I’m telling you. I think the man is

going crazy. He’ delusional.

HU JINTAO

I was almost thinking the same

thing myself.

INT.AL GORES OFFICE-DAY

The explorers set out their original photos and rock samples

on the study floor next to a TV monitor showing Al’s Lounge

room.

DAVID SOUTHGATE

OK guys. Were all set. We have five

minutes left until the Egyptian

eclipse.

AL GORE

Christ I have never been so nervous

in my life.

DAVID SOUTHGATE

You have your questions worked out.

AL GORE

Yep. Where and when the next one

will be so at least i can get the

word out and save lives.

(CONTINUED)
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OLIVER COOK

Great. If you can get that specific

information then people and their

governments will have to listen.

The door bell rings. Al looks at the monitor. It’s Father

O’Mally.

FATHER O’MALLY

Hello Al. Do you have some time to

talk about a few things?

AL GORE

Sorry Father O’Mally, now is not a

good time.

FATHER O’MALLY

I think now would be the best time.

Are you expecting company?

AL GORE

You could say that?

FATHER O’MALLY

If it is a special type of company

you are expecting you should let me

in. I can shed some light on the

matter.

Al’s face looks confused.

AL GORE

Well in that case you had better

come in.

Al buzzes O’Mally in and he enters the room.

AL GORE

What do you know about what going

on Father O’Mally.

FATHER O’MALLY

For centuries we at the church....

David Southgate interjects.

DAVID SOUTHGATE

It’s going to have to wait. It’s

time.

AL GORE

OK, take up positions. Good luck.
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Al moves into the next room and leaves the three men

together.

EXT.PYRAMIDS EGYPT-DAY

An eclipse blocks out the sunlight over the pyramids.

INT.AL GORES OFFICE-DAY

Images start to appear on the photos and rock samples.

DAVID SOUTHGATE

I don’t believe it. Just like they

were in the cave. Get sketching

while i take some photos of the

photos.

FATHER O’MALLY

No need for that. I have a copy of

these held in the churches vaults.

DAVID SOUTHGATE

You do? What’s going on. What the

hell is this all about.

FATHER O’MALLY

Where exactly did you take these

photo’s?

DAVID SOUTHGATE

Not until you tell us what you

know. I want some answers first.

The images start to fade away as the eclipse ends and the

boys rush next door to see how Al’s doing.

OLIVER COOK

Anything?

AL GORE

Nothing. Not even a breath of wind.

How about you?

OLIVER COOK

Yeah, they momentarily appeared

again. Just like we remembered.

Your friend the priest seems to

know all about whats going on here.

(CONTINUED)
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AL GORE

Is that so? Well lets find out

exactly what he knows.

INT.CHINESE PARLIAMENT-EVENING

Hu Jintao has just got out of the bath. He has on his bath

robe and is drying his hair. In the steamy mirror he catches

the reflection of something unusual. He turns around.

ELEMENT EARTH

Hu Jintao who hails from the Aries

constellation?

HU JINTAO

Wahhabi Wharf Dana Forsook!

ELEMENT EARTH

I am a friend to the planet Earth.

Your species has evolved to

dominate this planet and with that

domination you bring destruction.

This destruction is unsustainable

and will no longer be tolerated.

HU JINTAO

Ahhhhhh.

ELEMENT EARTH

Listen to me.

Hu Jinto runs for the bathroom door. He pushes hard to open

it. Nothing. He pushes even harder shoulder barging it.

Still nothing. He pulls it. It opens. He runs out.

INT.AL GORES OFFICE-DAY

AL GORE

I thought for sure it would appear

again. What do you know about all

this?

FATHER O’MALLY

We have reached the crossroads in

the history and potential future of

mankind. Depending on which road we

choose will determine our future.

We call this the days of reckoning.

(CONTINUED)
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AL GORE

How long have you known this.

FATHER O’MALLY

We have known about this for

thousands of centuries. The

manuscripts in our vaults with the

same impressions as those in the

photographs go back to the birth of

mankind.

DAVID SOUTHGATE

If you know so much, how come you

don’t even know the location of the

cave we found?

FATHER O’MALLY

The location of what we call

Sanctuary Caves has been hidden for

all off time. It will only appear

during the days of reckoning and

specifically at the time of a solar

eclipse.

DAVID SOUTHGATE

Sanctuary Caves? Sanctuary for whom

and from what exactly.

FATHER O’MALLY

Sanctuary for humans. Sanctuary

from the Earth.

OLIVER COOK

Let him continue.

FATHER O’MALLY

The Earth itself has a soul. And we

are selling its soul by our total

disregard for the earth and its

natural resources.

There will be a total of 4 warning

delivered to whom the Earth feels

has the most influence to change

things. We always thought these

warning would be delivered to a

president or a prime minister of a

large country as they control large

numbers of people and who can

initiate change.

(CONTINUED)
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AL GORE

But why me?

FATHER O’MALLY

I don’t know Al. Perhaps because

you won the popular vote of the

people. Just didn’t win enough

states.

AL GORE

And the transparent figures? What

were they? And why only viable at

the time of eclipse?

FATHER O’MALLY

They are the Earths natural

resources. They are the elements.

They only appear when there is an

eclipse as the Earth works in

unison with the moon and sun.

Each visit the element has the

potential to unleash more

destruction than the one before it.

The first to visit would have been

water.

AL GORE

That explains the tsunami and the

pool of water it left behind.

FATHER O’MALLY

Correct. The second would have been

the wind.

AL GORE

Which explains Katrina and the

papers blowing of the desk. And the

third?

FATHER O’MALLY

The Third will be element Earth

followed by element Fire. If after

these 4 warnings we have not been

convinced to change then our days

on earth are limited.

DAVID SOUTHGATE

Well if Element Earth hasn’t

dropped in to say hello to Al, who

do you think it visited?

(CONTINUED)
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FATHER O’MALLY

I don’t know. But whoever it is

will be in a very confused state of

mind.

INT.GORE LOUNGE ROOM-EARLY MORNING

AL GORE

Hey Tipper, I want to speak to you

about these visions I’ve been

having.

TIPPER GORE

Oh Al. Please not any more.

AL GORE

No, it’s OK. Father O’Mally came

over today and explained everything

about whats been going on lately.

TIPPER GORE

He has? And what exactly was his

explanation?

AL GORE

Basically everything I’ve seen and

believed to date has been true and

not a vision.

TIPPER GORE

What? You can’t be serious?

AL GORE

The Earth is fighting back against

the people. The church has known

this was going to happen one day.

They have been waiting about this

since the start of time.

TIPPER GORE

Oh Al, why you?

AL GORE

I don’t know, but maybe this was my

calling. There’s going to be

another event within 7 days. But

this time the message was delivered

to someone else.

TIPPER GORE

Who?

(CONTINUED)
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AL GORE

That i would love to know.

INT.AL GORES OFFICE-DAY

Call from Hu Jintao.

AL GORE

Yes. President. This is Al, what

can i do for you?

HU JINTAO

I need to speak to you about the

natural disasters you once told me

we could do more to avoid.

AL GORE

Sure. Are you expecting something

to happen?

HU JINTAO

Maybe? I had an encounter with a

spiritual force last night and its

got me scared.

AL GORE

Shh, say no more. We need to meet.

HU JINTAO

Yes, soon please.

AL GORE

I will be on the first available

flight over.

INT.CHINESE PARLIAMENT-EVENING

AL GORE

This is David, Oliver and Father

O’Mally. We all seem some how

connected in these strange events.

Now exactly what did you see.

HU JINTAO

Well i was in my bathroom, when

this thing just appeared and

started talking to me.

AL GORE

Like a transparent ghostly white

figure.

(CONTINUED)
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HU JINTAO

Yes, but not white more like a

dirty brown color.

FATHER O’MALLY

Yes, that will be the Earth

element.

HU JINTAO

Earth element. What is this all

about?

FATHER O’MALLY

Where is the bathroom?

HU JINTAO

It’s over there. But i haven’t been

back into it since.

Father O’Mally walks into the bathroom. He honkers down and

runs his hands through the pile of dust on the floor.

FATHER O’MALLY

Yes, defiantly the earth element.

EXT.CHINA.YIN YANG PROVINCE-DAY

Earth Quake.

INT.OVAL OFFICE-DAY

Al Gore, Hu Jintao, explorers meet with Bush and tells their

stories. This time Bush believes but cant do much as his

tenure is about to end. He decides to pass on the news to

the new presidential contenders.

HU JINTAO

That’s exactly what happened Mr

President.

AL GORE

Come on George, its real now. Hu

was as big a skeptic as you.

GEORGE W BUSH

I gotta agree with you guys. But

what can i do. I’m a dead duck

president. I will be out of office

in 4 months time.
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INT.OVAL OFFICE-DAY

Bush meets with Obama under the guise of the financial

crisis and tells him of a bigger problem they face without

going into too much detail.

GEORGE W BUSH

You need to know there may be a

bigger problem than this financial

crisis.

BARACK OBAMA

Yeah, what could be a bigger

problem? Is the world going to

implode?

AL GORE

You may have just nailed it on the

head there Senator.

BARACK OBAMA

Oh, come on guys....are you

serious.

AL GORE

This is going to sound crazy but we

have been fore warned about the

last three world wide disasters

before they happened.

BARACK OBAMA

By whom, some Kinna nut bag physic?

AL GORE

No, by the Earth it’s self in a

spiritual form. The boxing day

tsunami was the first followed by

Katrina and then the last one was

the earthquake in the Xinjaing

province of China.

BARACK OBAMA

And where is the next one?

AL GORE

That we don’t know yet. We are

still waiting for the next solar

eclipse.

BARACK OBAMA

The next what?
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INT.FBI FORENSICS LAB-DAY

CRAIG MONTGOMERY

Yes, we just got results on the

rock.

OLIVER COOK

Yes, and.

CRAIG MONTGOMERY

Well its makeup is half from the

earth and half from the moon.

INT.CHICAGO STADIUM-NIGHT

Obama becomes president. Agent Cane visible at front of

podium.

BARACK OBAMA

Can we do? Yes we can!

EXT.WASHINGTON MONUMENT-DAY

Obama gets sworn in. Words mixed around.

INT.AL GORES OFFICE-DAY

Al and Tipper

AL GORE

We feel we don’t have a lot of time

left. The next eclipse is next

week.

TIPPER GORE

Shouldn’t we warn people?

AL GORE

Even if they believed us it would

only create mass panic. Besides we

couldn’t advise them on what to do

as we don’t even know ourselves

what consequences it will bring.

TIPPER GORE

What about you Al? What about us?

What are we going to do?

Al, Hu Jintao and the explorers stand around waiting for the

eclipse.
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INT.OVAL OFFICE-TODAY

Obama gets visit from Element Fire. The last warning with an

imminent consequence.(Today)

ELEMENT FIRE

Barack Obama who hails from the

Aries constellation?

BARACK OBAMA

I don’t believe it. They were

right.

ELEMENT FIRE

A monumental moment has arrived in

the history of all mankind. A

choice on which path to tread. The

certain path of inevitable

destruction or the uncertain path

of the unknown?

BARACK OBAMA

I understand that. Your previous

warnings have been passed onto me.

Just tell me exactly what it is you

want me to do.

ELEMENT FIRE

This is your final warning. You

have 1 week to convince the people

of earth to cease all activity that

causes damage to the earth.

BARACK OBAMA

One week? I will try my best but i

will need more than a week.

ELEMENT FIRE

One week.

Element fire vanishes in a puff of smoke. The carpet in

where it stood still smolders. A small flame appears. Obama

stamps it out with his foot.

BARACK OBAMA

Damn.
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EXT.BAGHDAD-DAY

Baghdad eclipse

INT.OVAL OFFICE-TODAY

BARACK OBAMA

It’s happened to me. 7 days. That’s

it. 7 days to convince the world.

AL GORE

Well lets get started.

BARACK OBAMA

I will call an emergency meeting of

all heads of state at the UN.

AL GORE

We must get everyone together

BARACK OBAMA

I will call an urgent meeting.

INT.OVAL OFFICE-DAY

MICHELLE OBAMA

What shall we do.

BARACK OBAMA

You do what ever the secret service

tell you to do. They have a plan

for things like this. Right Cane.

AGENT CANE

Yes Sir. We have a well rehearsed

plan for this type of an event.

BARACK OBAMA

See honey. You and the girls are in

good hands.

MICHELLE OBAMA

oh, barrack. I love you.

BARACK OBAMA

I love you too. Don’t worry.

Everything will be OK.
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INT.OVAL OFFICE-DAY

Barrack calls urgent meeting for world leaders.

UN AUSTRALIA

Meeting in 2 days.

UN CANADA

Meeting in 2 days.

UN FRANCE

Meeting in 2 days.

INT.UNITED NATIONS-NEW YORK

Gore has got Obama to call all world leaders for crisis

talks on global warming and explains the chain of events.

World leaders don’t believe what they are hearing.

BARACK OBAMA

And to quote the voice of the earth

A monumental moment has arrived in

the history of all mankind. A

choice on which path to tread. The

certain path of inevitable

destruction or the uncertain path

of the unknown? But what are we

going to do?

UN AUSTRALIA

Lets stop everything to get us back

from the brink.

UN KOREA

What you talking about fool. That

power has gone to your head. These

are just natural events that have

been happening since the start of

time and will do so till the end of

time.

UN FRANCE

We just want to close our eyes and

pretend nothings happening.

UN GERMANY

You cannot stop the industrial

might of Germany!

(CONTINUED)
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UN RUSSIA

What about our Vodka supplies?

UN UNITED KINGDOM

Vindaloos old chaps.

UN CANADA

We will go with the flow.

BARACK OBAMA

We need to vote ignominiously. We

all need to agree. We need to speak

with the voice of united countries,

united continents, a united world

to save the planet.

UN FRANCE

These are just natural events that

have been happening since the start

of time and will do so till the end

of time. We will be voting nurf!!

EXT.WORLDWIDE-DAY AND NIGHT

Volcanoes worldwide start to erupt simultaneously.

INT.WEATHER STATION-DAY

Graphs and charts start going of the scales.

SHEPARD STEVENS

What the hells is going on

WEATHER MAN 2

Seismic reports coming in from

everywhere.

SHEPARD STEVENS

This cant be right. Double check

the instruments.

INT.UNITED NATIONS-NEW YORK

A tremor is felt and the news filters through of whats

happening worldwide. Priest 1 walks to the main microphone.

FATHER O’MALLY

It’s to late. We have pasted the

point of no return. Our

stubbornness will cost us dearly.

(CONTINUED)
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Father O’Mally gives Agent Cane a signal. Cane and Agent Lee

nod to each other and get on their 2way radios.

AGENT CANE

(into his radio)

This is Cane. Secure and mobilize

your targets. Use extreme force if

necessary.

They produce their weapons and start forcing selected

leaders away at gunpoint.

AGENT CANE

Mr president. We gotta start

moving.

BARACK OBAMA

What the hell are you doing Cane.

I’m not going anywhere.

Agent Cane raises his Sub machine gun and points it at the

President.

AGENT CANE

I’m saving your life Sir. Now move

it.

BARACK OBAMA

Where are we going?

AGENT CANE

To a place of safety.

INT.UNITED NATIONS-NEW YORK

Agent Lee pushes Hu Jinto in the back towards the elevators.

HU JINTAO

What are you doing Lee.

CHINESE AGENT LEE

Getting you to a safe location Mr

President.

Hu Jinto aide gets in the way of the pair and begins

protesting. Agent Lee pulls out his gun and levels it at the

aide.

CHINESE AGENT LEE

Move. Move now.

The Chinese aide raises his hands and moves out of the way..
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INT.OVAL OFFICE-DAY

Michelle Obama is watching the UN TV coverage. A couple of

agents enter the room without knocking.

AGENT 1

Mam, we need to move you to a safe

location.

MICHELLE OBAMA

Why? What’s happening. And what

about my husband.

AGENT 1

He’s safe. We will explain all that

on route.

MICHELLE OBAMA

OK kids. Come with Mum. Where are

we going?

INT.UNITED NATIONS ELEVATOR-NEW YORK

Cane and another 2 agents pushes Obama into a elevator.

BARACK OBAMA

What the hell’s going on here Cane.

AGENT CANE

We are evacuating you to a safe

location.

BARACK OBAMA

Back to the White House?

AGENT CANE

No Sir, Nepal.

BARACK OBAMA

What! Have you lost your mind? What

about my family.

AGENT CANE

Already taken care off. They are

also on route. I will explain when

we are out of the building and in

the chopper.

BARACK OBAMA

This had better be good.

Al Gore, Hu Jinato, the priest and agent Lee are bundled

into the other elevator.

(CONTINUED)
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FATHER O’MALLY

Where’s Southgate and Cook. We need

them for the exact location.

CHINESE AGENT LEE

They had priority. We had agents on

them.

Agent Lee talks into his wrist microphone.

CHINESE AGENT LEE

This is Lee. Whats the status of

Southgate and Cook?

CHINESE AGENT CHONG

We have them. In the stair well

making our way to the roof.

Cook and Southgate are running up the stairs with Agents.

DAVID SOUTHGATE

Where are we going?

CHINESE AGENT SONG

You are the one who knows where to

go. We are following you.

OLIVER COOK

You sure could have had me fooled.

EXT.UN ROOF TOP-DAY

Gore and Obama are forced onto a chopper and it takes off.

Cook and Southgate exit the roof stairwell and follow Agent

Chong to a waiting chopper. They join the priest on board.

FATHER O’MALLY

We need the exact location of the

caves where you discovered the wall

paintings.

DAVID SOUTHGATE

Why. What have they got to do with

all this?

FATHER O’MALLY

It’s the only place that will

provide sanctuary during the

upcoming cleansing. Everything else

will be destroyed.

Helicopters take off as more come into land.
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EXT.ANDREWS AIR FORCE BASE-DAY

Helicopters are taking off and landing. Air Force 1 and

military C-12 transporter planes are all lined up on the

runway. Two helicopters from opposite directions land

simulations. Agent Cane, Al Gore and Barrack emerge from one

whilst tipper Gore, Michell Obama and her kids land in the

other. They run and embrace on the runway.

MICHELLE OBAMA

Oh honey, your safe. I was so

worried. Whats happening?

BARACK OBAMA

I’m not sure, but the agents seem

to have it all under control.

Agent Cane runs over and ushers them onto the plane.

Lightening cracks down and hits a communications tower.

AGENT CANE

Come On. Let’s go. On the Plane.

There’s not much time.

Al looks around at all the activity in bewilderment.

AL GORE

Who’s running this show.

AGENT CANE

I am. Now lets get on the planes.

AL GORE

But how did you manage to mobilize

all this in such a short period of

time?

AGENT CANE

Short time? Generations of my

family have been expecting this

day. Nothing has been over looked.

They run to the plane leaving Cane on the tarmac. The

helicopter containing Southgate, Cook and O’Mally land.

FATHER O’MALLY

How are we going?

AGENT CANE

Everything on time and as per

schedule. Get in Air force 1 and

lead the way.
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INT.AIRFORCE1-DAY

Cane, Southgate and Cook follow O’Mally up the stairs of Air

force 1. At the top of the stairs Tillman is having a

discussion with Barrack.

MARK TILLMAN

Yes Mr President. Were all fueled

up and ready to go. But go where?

BARACK OBAMA

I’m not calling the shots here, but

I think we will be heading to

Nepal.

MARK TILLMAN

Nepal?

Oliver Cook throws Tillman his Gps device. He catches it.

OLIVER COOK

That’s where we are going.

AGENT 1

There’s a runway at the Base of the

mountain range. Choppers will be

waiting to take you to the exact

spot. I will follow in the last

plane. Good luck.

The doors close on AF1 and Cane runs down the stairs.

EXT.ANDREWS AIR FORCE BASE-DAY

Another helicopter lands. George and Laura Bush exit.

AGENT CANE

Mr Bush. Make your way to the C-12.

GEORGE W BUSH

What the hells all this about agent

Cane.

AGENT CANE

I once took an oath to protect you

Sir. I just don’t have the time

right now to explain. Let’s go.
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INT.AIRFORCE1-DAY

Al Gore is looking out the window as the stairs are about to

be pulled away from the aircraft. He spots Agent Cane

gesturing for Bush to get into a C12.

AL GORE

Hey wait. Wait a second.

BARACK OBAMA

What is it.

AL GORE

President 43 is on the runway. I

think he should ride up front with

us.

BARACK OBAMA

Tillman. Hang on a minute.

The doors to AF1 open. Al Gore is at the top. He shouts down

to Bush.

AL GORE

George. Come on. Hurry up.

George and Barbra run up the stairs. The doors close. The

stairs are pushed away. the plane takes off.

EXT.LONDON-DAY

The queen getting bundled away in a chopper.

EXT.SOUTH AFRICA-DAY

Nelson Madella getting bundled away in a chopper.

EXT.ROME-DAY

The Pope getting bundled away in a chopper.

EXT.AMERICAN INDIAN RESERVE-DAY

Native Indians getting bundled away in a chopper.
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EXT.AUSTRALIAN OUTBACK-NIGHT

Aboriginals getting bundled away in a chopper.

INT.AIRFORCE1-DAY

AL GORE

Is there nothing we can do?

FATHER O’MALLY

I don’t think so. we had enough

warnings but didn’t listen.

GEORGE W BUSH

If i knew then what i know now then

we may not be in this mess. Why

dint these elements come and see

me?

AL GORE

I tried to tell you. I don’t know

what more I could have done.

BARACK OBAMA

Something? Do you have any way of

contacting these forces?

FATHER O’MALLY

No, I’m afraid I do not. Once the

element fire begins there is no

turning back. It will awaken the

lunar cycle.

EXT.MOON SURFACE-

Lunar modules tires explode and the moon begins it slow

decent towards the earth.

INT.FBI FORENSICS LAB-DAY

The rock samples implode and the photo’s set themselves

alight.

CRAIG MONTGOMERY

I don’t know whats happening, but

this can’t be good.
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INT.WEATHER STATION-DAY

Instruments are going off the charts. An alarm goes off.

WEATHER MAN 2

There’s a tsunami alert in the

pacific 1400 miles south east of

Hawaii.

SHEPARD STEVENS

Are you sure. How big is it?

WEATHER MAN 2

Initial reports are its small. Only

3ft.

SHEPARD STEVENS

OK. Keep an eye on it.

Shepard goes back to his own computer monitor.

WEATHER MAN 2

This can’t be right.

SHEPARD STEVENS

What is it?

WEATHER MAN 2

These a tsunami alert in the North

Sea 200 mile north of Scotland? But

it’s too big. It’s over 10 meters.

SHEPARD STEVENS

Something must be wrong with the

system. Those readings can’t be

accurate readings.

INT.NASA HQ FLORIDA-DAY

NASA 1

Something must be wrong with the

data. The moon has lost orbit of

the Earth and is moving towards us.

NASA 2

That’s ridiculous. Reboot

computers. Let’s try and keep some

sanity here.
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EXT.NEPAL MOUNTAIN BASE RUNWAY-DAY

Air Force 1 lands at a makeshift runway at the base of the

mountain range where they exit the plane and rush to the

awaiting helicopters. Cook, Southgate, Al, Tipper, O’Mally,

and the Obama board the lead helicopter. The Dali Lama is

already on board.

DALI LAMA

President Obama? Whats going on.

These men have just grabbed me and

brought me here and won’t tell me

anything.

BARACK OBAMA

I’m not really too sure.

AL GORE

I think we are all about to find

out.

EXT.NEPAL MOUNTAIN BASE RUNWAY-DAY

The helicopter begins to land at the spot next to the big

rock. There is no passage way inside the mountain.

OLIVER COOK

This is the exact spot. But I don’t

see anything.

The helicopter lands and the gust from it’s blade move away

some snow to reveal the beginning of a passageway. They

begin to move some snow away and it suddenly collapses.

FATHER O’MALLY

At last. The passageway to

Sanctuary.

They walk down the stairs into the cave. The cave is now

completely lit up but there is no viable light source. The

cave is huge and appears to have no ceiling. Stretches as

far as the eye can see.

DAVID SOUTHGATE

Unbelievable. Look at this place.

OLIVER COOK

Where is the light coming from?
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EXT.NEPAL MOUNTAIN BASE RUNWAY-DAY

More C-12s come into land. More helicopters are talking off.

CHINESE AGENT LEE

Do we have all our assigned

targets.

CHINESE AGENT SONG

Yes, the last plane is just about

to take off. ETA 12 hours.

CHINESE AGENT LEE

Good. You get up to the mountain. I

will take care of things down here.

CHINESE AGENT SONG

OK. See you up there.

EXT.ANDREWS AIR FORCE BASE-DAY

Agent Cane boards the last C-12. The rear cargo door closes.

The priest chief and his entourage sit.

PRIEST CHIEF 1

You have served us well Agent Cane.

AGENT CANE

Thank you. But we still have a long

way to go.

The plane speeds down the runway. The shaking earth suddenly

splits the runway apart in front of the plane.

PILOT 1

Full thrust. We need more speed.

CO PILOT 1

We are at max thrust. You are just

going to have to nose up early.

PILOT 1

OK, here goes.

The plane takes off just in time with it’s back wheels

clipping the far end of the crevice.

CO PILOT 1

That was close.
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INT.NAPAL CAVE-DAY

The men move further into the cave. On the wall the

origional paintings are visable. Further down there is an

oasis with crystal blue water and green grass. Birds fly. In

the sky are 3 visable planets.

AL GORE

This just can’t be. What is this

place.

FATHER O’MALLY

This is the soul of the earth

itself. Clean and untouched by

mankind.

BARACK OBAMA

This is paradise.

FATHER O’MALLY

Paradise indeed. This was how the

Earth was before man started to

pollute it.

EXT.WORLDWIDE-DAY AND NIGHT

Lava spurting and flowing from volcanos.

EXT.FBI FORENSICS LAB-DAY

AMANDA WRIGHT

Ahhh What’s that.

CRAIG MONTGOMERY

Fireballs. Mount Etna must be

eroupting.

AMANDA WRIGHT

But thats over a 100 miles away.

The Lava flow consumes the building.

INT.NASA HQ FLORIDA-DAY

NASA 1

No. The calculations are correct.

The moons definatly lost orbit.

It’s heading for the earth.

(CONTINUED)
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NASA 2

What the hell are we going to do.

EXT.NASA HQ FLORIDA-DAY

A tsunami wave hits NASA.

EXT.NEPAL MOUNTAIN BASE RUNWAY- DAY

The last remaining plane with Cane and the preists comes in

for landing. The damaged wheels are jammed and wont fully

retract.

PILOT 1

The landing gears jammed.

CO PILOT 1

Damn. It must have got damaged on

take off. We’ll have to land it on

is belly.

The pilot announces into his mike.

PILOT 1

We have a problem with the wheels.

Strap yourself in tightly. It’s

going to be a rough landing.

The plane lands on its belly. It’s badly damaged. Everyone

survives with minor injuries.

Everyone exits the broken plane and enters the last

remaining helicopter. The helicopter takes off. There is a

lightening all around.

EXT.NEPAL MOUNTAIN RANGE-DAY

The helicopter lands at the cave entrance. All jump out to

enter the cave. Father O’Mally is waiting to greet them.

FATHER O’MALLY

Great you made it.

PRIEST CHIEF 1

Centuries of planning have all been

executed to the utmost proficenty.

AGENT CANE

Everyone on the list has been

accounted for.

(CONTINUED)
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Agent Cane enters the passageway to the cave with the

remaining people. PC1 and O’Mally stand looking at the Earth

for the last time. The moon is now Large in the sky. It’s

gravational pull is causing havoc.

PRIEST CHIEF 1

It’s time to say goodbye to this

world Father O’Malley.

FATHER O’MALLY

Yes. Lets hope we have learnt our

lesson and take better care of the

next one.

The 2 men enter the cave. The entrance closes up behind

them.

THE END.


